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Convenors:

Garden Route Motor Club:
Dennis Cook – gardenroutemc@gmail.com

060 700 0192

MG CLUB:
Peter & Jill Morse – petermorse101@hotmail.co.uk

074 474 8368

FOR YOUR INFO…..
•
•
•

Regular Breakfast Runs are held on the last Sunday of each month
Meeting places – KNYSNA – The Quays at the Waterfront at the end of Grey Street
SEDGEFIELD – Engen 1 Stop

GRMC Events- 2020
M ay

CANCELLED

3 Sun
7-10 Thu-Sun
20 Wed
23-24 Sat-Sun
31 Sun

Knysna Motor Show
Simola Hill Climb
Let’s Lunch …. @ Pomodoro, Wilderness
Last Night of the Proms, PE

Breakfast Run, Moss & Maple, Plett CANCELLED

GRMC - ALL

11h00
09h00

MG - ALL
GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

June
4 Thu
11-14 Thu-Sun
21 Sun

CANCELLED
Sop ‘n Dop, Pembreys
Eastern Cape tour
Totties Buffet Lunch

18h00

MG - ALL
MG - ALL
GRMC - ALL

28 Sun

Breakfast Run, Zucchini’s, Timberlake

9 Thu
19 Sun
26 Sun

July
Xmas Lunch in July …. @ Peppermill, The Crags
Tsitsikamma Memorial Run
Breakfast Run, Moss & Maple, Plett

7-9 Fri-Sun
12 Wed
23 Sun
30 Sun

09h00

MG – ALL

09h00

MG - ALL
GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

August
Slow Wine Festival, Robertson
Let’s Lunch ….. @ Skotteljons Bistro, Hoekwil
GRMC AGM- Belvidere
Breakfast Run, Zucchini’s, Timberlake

09h00

GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL
GRMC only
MG - ALL

20 Sun
27 Sun

September
Plett Wine Route and lunch
Breakfast Run, Moss & Maple, Plett

09h00

GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

11 Sun
14-17 Wed-Sat
25 Sun

October
Treasure Hunt, with Bring ‘n Braai
Technical Tour, PE, + Bloeisel Fees, Joubertina(17 th)
Breakfast Run, Zucchini’s, Timberlake

09h00

MG - ALL
GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

1 Sun
29 Sun

N ovember
Century Charity Run
Breakfast Run, Moss & Maple, Plett

09h00

GRMC - ALL
MG - ALL

6 Sun
11 Fri

GRMC Christmas lunch
Gasoline Alley Braai

12h00
16h30

GRMC - ONLY
MG/GRMC

CANCELLED

D ecember

Chairman’s Chirp – June 2020
What was thought to be a three weeklong lockdown has now changed into a radical
lifestyle change!!! . The simple pleasures we use to take for granted are now
beginning to bite and are no doubt influencing the way that we have to adapt our
lifestyle in dealing with the crisis. We are now halfway through the year and really
hope that the second half is less traumatic and shows some resemblance of
rationality, normality and stability on all fronts.
It is hard to escape the bombardment of negative news locally and globally at the
moment. Now after almost 100 days of lockdown good news stories are hard to
come by. With GRMC not able to function to its optimum under these

circumstances, our request for members to let us have some stories has been ver y
pleasing. You would have seen some of these in the May Torque and in this
addition we have included some further interesting readings for you. Please
continue to send us stories, this is your club and we all want to know what you are
up to.
As far as club activities are concerned these are essentially indefinitely postponed
or cancelled until further relaxed measures are introduced by the government.
Personally I see no reason why we , under controlled circumstances , cannot bring
our own refreshments / food, park two meters apart and have an outing , but who
am I to encourage an illegal gathering and have all of us end up with criminal
records for disobeying lockdown laws !!!!. There are some clubs that are doing
virtual meetings, shows and events electronically via “Zoom “. Should any member
have any ideas, please drop me a line. With the AGM coming up in August and
should the lockdown still be in place, we may have to consider doing this via “Zoom
“or sending the presentations to members by E-mail. We will keep you posted.
Some good news is the donation of sanitary products to the “Sister,Sister Project .
Back in December 2019 when celebrating the end of another event-filled year for
GRMC, this time at Pezula Hotel for the annual Christmas Lunch, members of the
club generously donated R4700 towards helping a local charity. It was decided to
again support the Sister Sister project as in 2019.
In March, the Sister Sister project was about to be the happy recipient of a belated
'Xmas present' - then Covid-19 hit town! At that time, due to its organiser having
recently returned from overseas and self-isolating, it was only in late June that 18
boxes of sanitary products for teenage schoolgirls were finally handed over to a
delighted Jill Simmons. Although limited learners are back at school , this will
increase over the coming months and Jill will ensure that local schools receive
supplies to help young girls not miss any more education than they already have.
Jill has asked for her grateful thanks to be passed on to all our members for their
kindness. We also thank you very much to the GRMC members who attend the
Xmas lunch and who generously contributed to this deserving cause.

You may also want to click on the following links to read some very interesting
motoring stories:

- https://www.motorcyclistonline.com/female -dispatch-motorcycle -riders-world-war-ii/
- https://www.motor1.com/news/427915/scrapyard-dubai-expensive-cars-video/

-

The British era at Volkswagen from 1945 to 1949 narrated by Ivan Hirst

PS : You will shortly be receiving your annual subs invoice from Peter Turner .
Please pay the subs promptly to avoid a follow-up. – greatly appreciated.
What is it like to celebrate an 80th birthday during lockdown??? . Well Brian
Madeley turned 80 on June 29 and while a great celebration was planned by his
children from JHB it just could not happen. We wish Brian many more enjoyable
years with lots of good health – see the picture below of Brian & Lyn.

In the meantime, let’s all stay safe and dodge the virus as best we can. Cheers.

Peter
HAPPY BIRTHDAY - July 2020
2nd Bob Allan
10 Dave Holt
15th Tim Le Feuvre
20th Murray Douglas
25th Heather Holt
31st James Caw
th

2nd Derek Milton
14th Tom Esterhuizen
15th Willie Rossouw
21st Ken Goodenough
26th Geoff Bowers
31st Brian Dowding

4th Jenny Parfett
14th Pam Stuart
15th Brigitte Stewart
23rd Ilse Kruger
27th Peter Hollis

9th Dee Hollis
14th Adele Saggerson
19th Peter Morse
25th Tracy Ann Craig
27th Heinz Koncki

Andy Saggerson
Sharing his life of motorsport

As a new member to the club, and reading in the club magazine that articles are a bit thin on the
ground, I thought I would introduce my family. Myself, along with my Wife Adele and our two sons,
Oliver and Harry, emigrated to SA in 2004, taking up residence in Knysna.
It seemed like a good idea at the time.
My Father, Mother, Father in Law, Uncles, both Sons, Adele and I have been involved in motorsport
for as long as I can remember. Apparently my first taste of the sounds and smells of pure nectar was
at BelleVue Speedway stadium in Manchester when I was five years old. Methanol burning single
cylinder bikes with no brakes that only turn left. Sideways on shale in close proximity of three other
riders all trying to get in front of each other focuses the attention. Battle or hit the fence really hard.
Well, all through my school days weekends were taken up with Speedway, Motorcycle Trials, Stock
Car racing, Motocross or whatever made a loud noise and went fast. No time for school or
homework, who wants to do homework when there are engines to build and interesting things going
on in the garage?
Eighteen years of age and sick and tired of riding motorcycles to work in the rain, mud, and snow,
also discovering girls, prompted me to buy my first car!
I bought a 1968 Austin Mini 1100. It didn’t last long as a standard mini. It turned into a 1360cc, beam
axled twin radiator, 8 port head, roll caged flying machine. I’d had been to spectate on one or two
national rallies and I thought to myself ‘I can do that, even faster’ (Oh the exuberance of youth). My
physics tutor at college told me that he had co-driven a rally car in the past, and knew the ropes,
good news. I think it was the Allen Group Trophy Rally in 1976 that was my first proper event. It

went well for a couple of hours into the night then everything went pear shaped. Gravel track
somewhere in Yorkshire I managed to hit a tree with the left front of my car. The impact launched
the mini into a cartwheel and turned my pride and joy into a kit of parts, mostl y bent. My white
faced co-driver suffered a broken arm and decided that he didn’t want to be my co-driver any more.
I survived with a massive pain in my bank balance.
Well, more rallies were competed in, mostly in Ford Escorts Mks. 1 and 2. The Mk 1 Escort is a much
stronger car than the Mk 2 in my and my colleagues’ opinions. I settled down with a new co -driver
from Wigan called Mike Gallagher (I miss him) and he and I became close friends and a force to be
reckoned with. Our best result as far as we were concerned was finishing 21st overall on a gruelling
Motoring News National event with 140 entries. That event result, to us, was far better than the
ones where we brought trophies home.
If we were not competing, we were working on the car and making improvements. We wouldn’t
have been able to continue in competition had it not been for various sponsors.
The absolute ‘must haves’ for taking part in motorsport and classic car ownership ( I’ll come to the
classic car bit shortly) in order of importance are :A great sense of humour
Dedication
The ability to stay awake for 48+ hours
A great sense of humour
A bottomless bank balance or benevolent sponsors
A complete and utter focus on safety before looks
A terrific sense of humour
A Wife who is a team member
The ability to sleep stood up
An affable personality (No time for egos)
So, I stopped rally driving and got married to my best friend and the most amazing person I have
ever met. No regrets after 39 years.
I have been upside down in cars three times and in the last rally I competed in, I managed to pass
through two large concrete gate posts at 90/100miles an hour and miss the right hander and launch
our vehicle into a muddy field just missing car No.1 who had done exactly the same. We got further
into the field than he did! We had a laugh.
Here’s where the classic and historic car bit begins. I was working on speedway bikes for my two
sons and several youngsters and also training young riders at a local track. My Father had always had
a passion for the Riley Marque and bought himself a 1935 Riley Merlin Trials special. Adele and I had
had 3 MGBs over a period of time, 1 Roadster and two GTs. I found the MGB to be rather heavy and
underpowered but pleasant enough for leisurely travel.
My Father decided that we should join the VSCC (Vintage Sports Car Club) and compete together in
the Riley on National Trials; we did and surprisingly we got on remarkably well and blows were not
exchanged, although came close once or twice. We competed in Scotland and the north of England
and enjoyed it.
I missed the speed part though so along with Adele we built a 1966 Triumph Spitfire Mk1/2 for
sprints and hill climbs. The car was powered by an 1120cc Triumph unit that bore no resemblance to
the factory engine it was supplied with. We made that car so incredibly light. I managed to get a
whisker over 100 bhp per litre out of that little mill. Duplex timing chain, bored, stroked, stage 3
head twin Weber DCOE 45s. Steel crank, Powermax drop forged pistons, balanced and nitride crank,
lightened flywheel, paddle clutch. And….and… and. It revved to 7500! We used aircraft spec. tubing
to make the pushrods, steel ones kept bending at high revs. Gear boxes were an issue though, I
couldn’t find a straight cut one for less than the cost of a Boeing 747!

I was a member of the Triumph Sports Six Club at the time, and they took great delight in writing in
the monthly mag that I had beaten the MGs who they referred to as the Octagon of Shame gang. We
used to enjoy having some good-natured banter at events.
I have been incredibly lucky in my life to have driven some amazing cars. In the mid -nineties my
family built and opened a Motor Museum in the 2 floors of the unused malting’s of Jennings
Brewery. We did this in the beautiful little market town of Cockermouth in the gorgeous north Lake
District National Park. The main criteria of exhibits in the museum was that they were still in usage
and still able to compete or be driven to shows or classic rallies etc. My family owned about 20
exhibits and 25/30 others were owned by friends and fellow competitors. During this time my Father
and I built an Austin 7 Ulster replica for him to use on VSCC events partnered by my Mum, who at
the time of writing is 92 years young and still rides on the back of my motorcycle.
I was very fortunate to own A March PDS 733 F3 car which I drove in several sprints. I also owned 1
of 3 remaining Royale RP21 FF Monoposto Kent cars. This car has a special place in my heart as I was
asked to drive it through the opening tapes of a newly built International Kart track in Cumbria front
of his Royal Highness Prince Al Said of Oman who was also a keen motorsport fan and a very nice
man.
I built a 1929 Morris Cowley Flatnose ‘Brooklands’ which was powering a circular saw on a farm in
the wilds of Cumbria when we discovered it. Adele and I rebuilt the car chassis, engine, and
constructed a body in the ‘Brooklands style’, and competed in VSCC Trials against my Father, rather
poorly I should add.
I have competed in my Lotus 7 series 4 with a signature of Colin Chapman on the bulkhead. I owned
and competed in Historic Rallies in 1 of 2 TVR Granturas that were owned and driven by Trevor
Wilkinson, Mr. TVR himself.
My life has been a blast and I still feel such a very close affinity to the world of classic motoring.
Concourse d’elegance leaves me a bit cold. Don’t get me wrong, I thoroughly marvel at the work and
effort put into a vehicle of this nature, it’s truly mind blowing. I absolutely know what it is to work
every hour the Gods send, to create a vehicle fit for purpose. I’m probably on the other side of the
fence though having built competition cars and suffered the heartbreak of bouncing them off trees
or trying inverted flying in them etc. so, my first priority was always safety before beauty. We always
turned out good strong safe cars, but there were maybe a few bumps, dings, and paint scuffs here
and there. When one is whizzing past spectators at silly speeds they couldn’t see anyway. We were
always over and above requirements at scrutineering. Cars fix …. People not so easy.
The thing is, when someone asks me “what is your very favourite car of all time”? It’s an easy answer
for me. The Lancia Stratos Rally is, always has been, and always will be my choice. Of course, I wi ll
probably never own one, but if I did I would use it as nature intended. I would enter every Historic
Rally I could in Europe and hold nothing back.
Our cottage in the northern wilds of England was 1 kilometre away from M Sport, the headquarters
of the Ford Rally Team. Occasionally Malcolm Wilson would pop down to our museum along with a
colleague. I have met and chatted with Juha Kankkunen, Ari Vatanen, Tony Mason, Gordon Spice etc:
it was a privilege and I learned a lot from these people. Malcolm kindly displayed the East African
Safari Rally winning Ford Escort in our museum. The car was driven to success by Hannu Mikkola.
I know for a fact that motoring, competition or otherwise, has always been in my blood and always
will be. I am now 64 years young, had 2 heart attacks, a pulmonary something or other and a body
that has been knocked about a time or two.
So, early this year before the wretched Corona Virus was sent to us (Thanks for that…NOT) I decided
to try and build a car that paid homage to my favourite car. I wanted to pay tribute the Stratos that I
fell in love with in the late seventies of course, but doing this in the confines of half a double garage
was always going to be difficult, age and body notwithstanding. So Adele and I bought a Fiat X 1/9
Bertone which was a little rough round the edges but it had a re -built motor, and most of the tin
worm problems had been attended to. We bought it in CT and I drove it back to Knysna absolutely

trouble free. Having removed all the bits and pieces that were not required I rubbed it down into
submission and sprayed it white. I make no excuses for the runs and orange peel that are evident,
never having used the type of paint before, and having only 600mm either side of the car in which to
work, along with a body that does not bend easily, I am chuffed with what I achieved. A really nice
guy at S7EVEN signs in Knysna did the ALITALIA livery for me. Licensed and insured it is now on the
road. People like to talk to me about my car and everyone who has seen it seems to like it. Ok it’s
not a perfect, pristine, show worthy car that absorbs polish like it’s going out of style. To me, when I
drive it, in my mind I feel like Sandro Munari on the RAC Rally back in the day. I don’t give a hoot
what anyone else thinks, why would I.

I look forward to meeting fellow club members although my car probably does not come up to
muster, I can always park it ‘round the back’ of any get togethers.
Stay safe
Andy Saggerson

You too can own a Bentley!
By Tony McEwan
For those of us (you?) who are still young and
who have a burning desire to own a Vintage
Bentley, it must be a very daunting prospect
when all that one can see is a six-figure sum
required to procure one. I hope that my
article may give some hope to those who

aspire to joining the select few that have
reached this pinnacle and yet who do not
believe they can ever make it. I do not come
from a particularly car dominated family. My
father did a bit of rallying pre-war in Austin 7s
and always bemoaned having to leave his

brand-new Singer Le Mans on the quayside as
he jumped onto the last troopship to leave
Singapore before the Japanese invasion.
However, at the age of 16, I did have a friend
who owned an MG TD that really caught my
imagination. So much so in fact that when, a
year later, I saw an advert in the Glasgow
press for an MG PA, I called to enquire about
the car questioning whether he really meant
TA, as I’d never heard of a P type. The
response was that he assumed it was a PA as
that is what it said on the log book! Well I
bought the car, only running very roughly and
I proceeded to strip down the engine, cleaned
it, ground in the valves and then reassembled
it successfully. It was about two months after
this that I realised that this was not a vertical
dynamo driven, OHC, MMM MG engine, but a
Ford E93A side valve engine. I had no idea
what a side valve engine was, and I mention
this only to demonstrate what can actually be
achieved with no mechanical or automotive
training at all. I carried out a lot of other
refurbishment work to the car, fitting a PB
engine and using the car to travel the 35 miles
up and down to University. I bought and did
bits of work on another PB and then an L2 (a
long and sorry tale), eventually selling these
to buy a tired but complete MG TD. Once
again, I stripped the car down, rebuilt the
engine and body into magnificent condition. I
well remember starting the newly rebuilt
engine for the first time. I followed all the
instructions contained in the MG bible

(Blower) and when I saw zero oil pressure on
the gauge, knowing everything in the engine
to being in tip top condition, assumed that
there was something was wrong with the
gauge. It really is amazing just how quickly a
set of bearings will run when they are not
receiving an oil supply! Whatever, no major
damage was done and yet another important
lesson was learnt, not to be done again! So,
now at the age of 25 I had gone through
about 8 MGs, improving them and finding
others to work some magic on.

The Jaguars were steadily improved, the Mk.
2’s sold on and then the opportunity came for
me to buy my first Bentley in 1979.

I negotiated with a friend who worked for
Glasgow Corporation Transport to have the
car fully trimmed and was then an extremely
proud owner of a magnificent Bentley at the
age of 27. I obviously enquired about car clubs
to join and was strongly advised not to join
the BDC, as they were known to look down
their noses at those who drove Derby

Steven Pilkington, was advertising a 1937
Vanden Plas 3 position DHC 4¼ litre, Chassis
No. B45KU, Reg. ELF 314. It was partly rebuilt
but needed trimming and a new hood. I sold
the XK 140 to a friend and bought the Bentley.

Having decided I wished to move up market
to Jaguars, found someone who wished to
trade his XK 140 DHC for my MG TD (why I
could never understand). We put our 3
month-old son in his carry-cot behind the
seats of the TD and drove the 100 miles from
Helensburgh down to Carlisle where we met
this character with the XK. Did the deal,
swapped the carry-cot into the XK and drove
home. What a great car that was. It was
tremendous fun in the wet on the Glasgow
Airport motorway, driving at 90 mph in the
centre lane, taking bets with oneself which
lane it would end in after stamping on the
brakes. Now that I was out of my MG phase,
the MGB had to go and was replaced with a
Mk. 2 Jaguar, first a 3.8 and then a marvellous
3.4 which had only covered 20,000 miles in its
15 year life, but as it had sat every day outside
a chemical factory, had a paint finish like
rough sandpaper.

Bentleys, so I joined the RREC! Everybody is

allowed to make one mistake in their lives!

By this time I had moved to Aberdeen to work in the Oil and Gas Industry as a Construction Manager
and in 1980 moved out to Brunei for three years, during which time the Bentley was interred in a
motor museum. On my return in 1983, the car was back on the road and I had a marvellous time
travelling the back roads of Aberdeenshire in a car that was easy to drive, but not so easy to stop,
especially when faced with a herd of Highland cattle in the middle of a single track road round a
blind bend! In reality, I found the car a bit too easy to drive and not sufficiently challenging and so,
having been bitten by the Bentley bug, decided to find myself a Vintage Bentley and, after a lot of
difficulty, eventually sold the Derby to the USA.
YN 3808 (Chassis No: NR 505) was advertised for sale in Norfolk. It was a 1925 long chassis Gurney
Nutting Tourer in sound, but tired condition. It was all I could afford but offered yet another
prospect for further improvement and so was seen as another rung on that ladder to, who knows
where?

We had great fun in the 3 Litre, joining the
BDC (at last) in 1985 and even went to the
Scottish Whit Weekend at Dornoch and on a
trip to Beaujolais in 1985. For these, our two
children, aged 8 years and 18 months, sat in
the back seat, miles from the front seat,

behind an Auster screen. As we couldn’t hear
them on the road, we set up a baby alarm
system so that we could be alerted to
demands for toilet stops etc. During my
ownership of YN 3818, various parts of the car
were improved and it satisfied most of my

desires for vintage car ownership, with the
exception of that of speed. As many Vintage
BDC drivers will admit (whether publicly or
only to themselves in a quiet moment of
reflection) those who drive 3 Litres all really
want a 4½ Litre. I was no exception, but how
could I afford one in the late 1980’s when
prices were beginning to climb
astronomically? So YN 3818 had to go.
I had by now come to know Tim Houlding,
who has always been a thorough gentleman
in the dealings that I have had with him on
Bentleys. Tim was sympathetic towards a
young (well still mid ‘30s) guy who
desperately wanted another Bentley project.
He put me onto a fascinating character, who
wore a patch over one eye and had been a
Swordfish pilot during the war, that had a
derelict short chassis 3 Litre (Chassis No: 521
Reg. XR 7116) dotted around his smallholding
on top of a hill in Menith Wood. He wanted
£21,000 and I could only offer him £18,000,
which he wouldn’t accept and, in truth, I was
quietly relieved as I was overawed by the
prospect of having to rebuild such a wreck

The 4½ Litre engine in the car had a crack and
investigation showed this to be at the valve
seat on the rearmost exhaust valve. This was
successfully stitched by experts in Ashby-dela-Launde and on reassembly, the engine
performed excellently. The two-seater body
was an extremely tight fit for a family of four

myself. Instead, I had let the late Stanley
Mann (one of the best known Vintage Bentley
dealers) know of my desire to get hold of a 4½
Litre, which I could use as my next rung on the
ladder. He advised me that he had just
secured a 3/4½ Litre from the USA. The
engine wasn’t running and it was rumoured to
have a body from a Morris 8. Anyway, the
price was right and I agreed to confirm the
purchase a couple of weeks later on my return
from a skiing holiday. When I got back, I called
Stanley who advised me that the car had
arrived but that someone else had offered
him more than I had for the car. He however
was willing to honour our agreement, which I
have always appreciated and soon I was the
proud owner of a very peculiar 3/4½ Litre.
This car had a very interesting history. It had
no chassis number! Apparently in 1935 a
Bentley dealer in the Midlands, Reg Eatough,
contacted Bentley Motors to request a chassis
as he had various Bentley bits in his works.
They gave him a brand new 9 foot (yes 9’)
Super Sports chassis, completely undrilled and
without a chassis number from which he built
up one of the first Bentley Bitsa’s.

(the boys now being 11 and 5) but we still
managed to use this to tow our large trailer
tent across to Oulton Park from Lincolnshire
for the VSCC weekend. This car was always
only going to be a stepping stone on my way
up to better things and so in 1989 the car
went to Humphrey Avon who turned it into a

beautiful single seater racing car, far more
suited to the 9 foot chassis than the heavy
two seater body it arrived back in the UK with.
So, now the search was on for a real 4½ Litre.
Dr Tim Houlding to the rescue again. At the
same time that Tim put me onto the 3 Litre at
Menith Wood, he also told me about an old
school friend whose father had a Bentley that
had been off the road since the early ‘50s. He
told me that this chap, Max Bosely, would not
sell the car, but I was free to try my hand.

Its original body had been replaced in the ‘30s
with on open four seater body panelled in
steel, which was not particularly pretty. Like
many Bentley enthusiasts, I wanted a Le Mans
Replica and, as no original body existed for
the car, I had no compunction in deciding to
build the BRG Le Mans Rep, so loved by many
and reviled by others. I couldn’t afford to farm
this out to the professionals and so decided to
undertake the rebuild myself. I stripped
everything down to its component parts,

Well, it took 18 months of gentle persuasion
by myself, and flirtation on the part of my
wife Linda, to persuade Max to part with the
car in late 1989. Two years later, when I took
the completed car back to see Max, it was one
of the proudest days of my life when I saw the
pleasure, he found in being driven in his car
for the first time in almost 40 years. YX 1581
(Chassis No: KM 3100) required a full nut and
bolt rebuild having not really moved in 40
years.

cleaning and refurbishing bits as necessary,
preparing and hand-painting the chassis and
axles, cord-wrapping the springs and
everything else that an enthusiastic amateur
could handle. At the time I was working as a
Project Manager of a large Gas Terminal
construction project in Lincolnshire. I took no
time off work but, over a period of 15 months,
managed to spend 1,800 manhours of work
on the rebuild, all documented in a journal.

Then disaster! My company advised me that I was being moved back to Aberdeen, at a time when
the car could not have been stripped down into any more bits than it was. I actually had 2 months
before going and in that time completed the rolling chassis reassembly. The work I could have
realistically done myself was virtually complete. There was little point, in my opinion, in having an
amateur, even a reasonably competent one, doing the finishing touches on a car such as this so the
car went off the Geoff Huckle who, with his sons Wayne and Mark, installed the rebuilt engine, f itted
the new replica body and finished it all off. The result was magnificent and I used the car happily for
the next 12 years.

So, here I was at the age now of 38 with a virtually flawless 4½ Litre valued at the time at about
£175,000. I calculated that taking into account the dealings that I had done with cars and car bits
since I was 17, I had only laid out a total of £20,000 to own my 4½ Litre. Obviously I did not put any
value on my own time, for that is not what one does for one’s hobby. It is not possible to go through
such an intense period of one’s life without suffering some withdrawal symptoms when it finishes.
My reasoning at the time was that as the value of Vintage Bentleys was so high, when I finally
shuffled off this mortal coil, I would leave behind me a modest house and a magnificent Bentley
worth considerably more than the house and so worried how these could be fairly shared between
our two boys. There was a simple answer really, get a second Bentley! A nd so, I purchased the same
3 Litre Bentley I had seen 7 years before in Menith Wood Which was a 1924 Speed Model with
chassis number 521 and registration number XR 7116. The radiator had been rebuilt (badly as it
turned out) but other than that the car was in even worse condition than it had been when I had
seen it previously. I proceeded to rebuild this car in the same manner as the 4½ Litre before it, but
this time I even rebuilt the wood framework of the original Vanden Plas body which was an
extremely rewarding activity. When I bought the 4½ Litre from Max Bosely, I was fortunate enough
to get from him a spare 4½ Litre engine, number DS 3557 which came from chassis number DS 3557.
The engine even came with part of the chassis cross brace for the engine which Max had flame cut
out of the chassis in a scrapyard in South London in 1939. It also came with the front axle and self wrapping brakes (which went on my 4½ Litre) and a few other bits. As the original 3 litre engine from
XR 7116 was in need of a full restoration, I thought it best to build up the car as a 3/4½ Litre.
Whereas the 4½ Litre had taken me only 18 months of intense effort, the new rebuild took me 7
years. Work was beginning to take its toll on my free time.
The result was again magnificent but I soon
realised that my enthusiasm for the Vintage
Bentley marque was not shared to the same
extent by my sons and I couldn’t justify
keeping two Bentleys anyway. So, one had to
go and I reluctantly decided to part with XR
7116, and I’m still not sure if it was the right
decision.

Meanwhile, YX 1581 continued to provide
excellent service, visiting France on numerous
occasions and then South Africa on the 2001
tour that was to be the catalyst for two major
changes in our lives. Firstly, we fell in love
with the country, the people and the climate
of South Africa and subsequently bought land
and built a house to which we retired at the

end of 2008. Secondly, the only irritating
aspect of the SA tour was, when gainfully
tackling one of the long mountain hill climbs
in totally adequate fashion, I was regularly put
out by the likes of Terry Lister and Clive
Wooley thundering past in their 8 Litres. What
a 4½ is to a 3 so is an 8 to a 4½ , so the seed
was sown. When the opportunity arose to
purchase an 8 Litre from the stable of Chris
Posnett, the decision to part with our beloved
4½ Litre was taken, albeit with a heavy heart.
The 8 Litre (Chassis No: YM 5046, Reg. No: PN
9513) had been owned by Chris for some 35
years and had come to him with a diesel
engine. He managed to procure an original 8
Litre engine for the car (YX 5101) that,
according to Hay, had spent some time in the
Sunbeam Tigress. The original engine from
this car is now in a 4/8 (GP 7192). The car had
no body and, as with my previous two
Bentleys, required a total rebuild. This time,
my circumstances were different though. I no
longer had any time to undertake a rebuild
myself and had worked out that I should be
able to have the 8 Litre purchased and rebuilt

professionally for about the sum I had sold
the 4½ Litre for. So, the car was sent to
Wayne Huckle for the rebuild along with a
Posnett stablemate, now owned by John
Cobbing. It was intriguing to see two 8 Litres
being rebuilt side by side, one as an original
styled tourer and another as an 8 Litre
interpretation of the Le Mans Replica . As
matters turned out, I was posted to Jakarta in
Indonesia in 2004 for a period of four years
where I finished my career. I was becoming
extremely nervous that the rebuild, which
should have been completed in 2005 would
not be ready for two extremely important
events. However, the 8 Litre hit the road for
the first time in over 40 years three weeks
after its 75 birthday.

PN 9513 was then shipped to South Africa
where we joined another 30 Vintage Bentleys
on a very successful tour of our new chosen
country in October of 2007 organised by that
great stalwart of the South African Bentley
world, John White. The car then continued its
journey onwards to New Zealand where we
enjoyed another fantastic tour, this time of

the South Island in February 2008 including a
few laps at the Akaroa race track.

I returned to the UK to collect the car to get
some running-in miles put on her and then, at
the beginning of August for the wedding of
my son, Gordon, to his lovely bride, Charlie.
The weather, unusually, was gorgeous and the
car ran impeccably.

rebuilt in the mid 1930’s by H.M. Bentley and
this is a copy of such a car that used to be
here in South Africa. The old body has not
been wasted as it is now owned by “The Stig”
for use on a trials car. The rebuild was
completed in 2010 and arrived in South Africa
in November of that year.

On its return to the UK, PN 9513 was again
pressed into service as a wedding car, this
time for our elder son, Lorne, to his lovely
bride Christabel. Whilst in New Zealand I
managed to purchase yet another Bentley.
This was a 1929 4½ Litre, (Chassis No: DS
3559) with a Park Ward saloon body that had
been exported new from the UK to New
Zealand early in 1930. Although the car
looked quite presentable, the body had been
rebuilt very poorly and the mechanics
required complete renovation to overcome
such things as paint being used to take up
slack on trunnions. I wished to create a car
similar to those Vintage Bentleys that were

With five grandchildren in the UK and a love
of touring on the European Continent, it was
decided that more use of the car would be
had in the UK than in South Africa, so the car
was sent to the UK in 2017 where it has been
used on tours of Spain, France and Ireland and
should, as I write this, have been in Italy on a
car rally.

The absence of the Bentley from South Africa has been relatively easy to accept as I have a 1958
Jaguar XK 150 roadster that I sourced from the USA, had shipped to SA and had rebuilt from the
ground up in Knysna. With upgrades to the steering, gearbox and brakes the car is not only stunning
looking but is a joy to drive and it is used regularly for journeys both short and long.

As will be evident from above, I had not been without a Bentley since 1979 and the absence of a
Bentley in South Africa was too much to bear. Robert Coucher (the founding editor of Octane
magazine) was selling the 1938 4 ¼ Litre Derby Bentley that his father, Dr Michael Coucher, had used
for his GP rounds in Constantia from 1964 onwards, so this was brought to Knysna. The car was only

driven for around 200 miles when the cylinder head failed. Repairs proved unsuccessful, so there
was no option other than to procure a new cylinder head from the UK at exorbitant cost. Whilst the
car was off the road it was thought that a bit of a tidy up of the engine bay would not go amiss. This,
of course led to a full under bonnet refurbishment, rewiring, retrimming and a full respray. The car
now looks wonderful and drives beautifully. However, this is a saloon which is not really the type of
classic car motoring that my wife and I enjoy. The Derby is therefore on the market. Who knows
what might replace this!

The message that I have tried to get across is that, with a bit of luck, a lot of effort, time and
enthusiasm, it is still possible to rise to the giddy heights of Vintage Bentley ownership without the
expenditure of a King’s ransom. One major pre-requisite though is a tolerant and supportive wife
which Linda has been ever since she offered to help the final assembly of my first MG PA before we
were married and remarked casually one day; "I’ve just dropped a nut in your (newly rebuilt)
gearbox! Is that a problem?" Since that day she has been a great help and support, in life, if no
longer in the garage.

Tony McEwan June 2020.

“THE TOOLBOX OF EXPERIENCE”
By Bernd Rohloff
The readers might enjoy (and even produce ) a few items from “THE TOOLBOX OF
EXPERIENCE” that look like a major calamity at the time but are solved easily IF
SOMEBODY KNOWS HOW!
Come along for the ride and invite others if you think it might be fun:
It was a stinking hot summer Sunday at noon in the (then) Eastern Transvaal around
Magoebaskloof and our tour group of some 16 Mercedes Pagodas was creeping
along a narrow hidden scenic mountain dirt road to get to a slap up lunch at the
delectable and famous ‘Coach House’ Restaurant. Suddenly in the middle of a
hairpin bend one of the Pagodas nose-dived to a dead stop.
The engine was running perfectly but the car would not budge 1 inch. Nothing
helped. Full throttle in all gears until the clutch smelled, reverse tried, steering turned

this way and that, people helping to push and jump on it. 2 or 3 or 5 of
them. Towrope to help. Nothing!
It was hot and the beer was calling, but the road was now blocked! What now?
Can you guess what problem was solved? Answers in the next edition or , if you
think that you know, send your answers to gardenroutemc@gmail.com to be
featured in the next “Torque”.
Bernd’s puzzle put me in mind of something similar that occurred when I was in the
Drakensberg 10 years ago, attending a Triumph National Gathering. The Concours
judging had been completed and my car had presented no problems during the
mechanical testing but, when I tried to drive it away after the judging, nothing that I
could do would get it to start. After struggling for some time, a friend with more
experience than I came and fixed the problem. Stags, TR6s and Triumph Saloons all
have inertia cut out switches tucked away in a remote corner of the engine bay.
These cars have electrical fuel pumps and the idea of the inertia switch is that,
should the car overturn, fuel will immediately stop being pumped. The switch had
become faulty and to get going again it was necessary to just bridge the 2 wires.
Lucas kit finds its way into many BL and other British cars so this might be of interest
to owners of other British Marques. (Dennis Cook)

For Sale…..
1947 Sunbeam Talbot ; replica of Sunbeam Talbot tourer. Car is licensed, in running order
but it has an overheating problem, either blocked radiator or leaking head gasket so not
currently driveable. It is located in Belvidere, Knysna. Chassis and running gear were fully
rebuilt and numbers have been substantiated by Sunbeam Talbot register in the UK. Saloon
body was replaced by one built of wood with aluminium covering. Plenty of history. Asking
R100,000 ono.John Bird : 083 729 5012; email : johnbird@icon.co.za

1957 Triumph TR3. This car has some 50 years of history with the Triumph club. Comes with
Heritage certificate Recent respray, engine rebuilt and balanced. Asking R480K. Dave Lugg 072
221 1440. Car is in KZN

2009 Jaguar XKR 5.0 Coupe; R 395 000 onco;80 000 Km
Full service history; White; Battery and tyres recently replaced
Many extras; Contact Haydn Franklin 082 5699935; Knysna

MG TF 240
By Dennis Cook
What is this guy on about? There is no such MG! Well, I thought that you might like to see this
unique sports car created by Bill Sales, long-time member of the Pretoria Triumph Club. Bill created a
Triumph TR7 special with a Lexus engine a while back that must have seen off many an MG at their
combined club events! Then he came across an MG TF 160 that seemed destined for the scrap heap.

Making good use of the quarantine restrictions of the lockdown period, Bill created a MG TF 240 by
shoehorning a V6 Nissan motor into the MG whose body was still in reasonable condition. The
original engine had reached the end of its life and preceded by many hours of research, technical
drawings and paperwork the Bill Sales MG TF240 was born. This technical master piece looks
absolutely stunning and although the Nissan engine is very tight fit, no modifications were necessary
to either body or chassis.
These pics will give you some idea of the end product of this great car.

Donations to Charities:
In last month’s “Torque “details were given of the Charities who received donations following our
virtual Knysna Motor Show and Fundraiser which raised R60,000. Please read the letters of thanks
received which reflect the good that our Club does in the Community. (All abbreviated)

E’Pap Chidren’s feeding Project : Thank you so much for your wonderful

gesture and generous donation of R15,750 to the e’Pap Children’s Feeding Project. At a
time like this, hunger remains our greatest priority and we are doing all we can, not only
to make just a small dent for our ‘little people’ who are still out of school and really
feeling lockdown in more ways than one, but also to our teachers and their assistants,
who play such a vital role in keeping the e’Pap wheels turning.
Since the beginning of lockdown, with the help of many new volunteers, donors, people
we never knew were available – together we have delivered over 200,000 servings of

e’Pap. We are so grateful for your partnership with us on this journey and please
extend our heartfelt thanks to each and every one at the Garden Route Motor Club.
What a blessing that we can draw together and endeavour to be small agents of change,
both now and in the future.
Warmest regards, Annie Ogilvie and all on the e’Pap Team.

KAWS (Knysna Animal Welfare)
With the COVID-19 pandemic impacting everyday life throughout the country KAWS is facing new
challenges each day with an increased demand for pet food, animal health care and sadly, ever more
surrendering of animals.
As always, but especially in these unique circumstances with so many people facing severe financial
stress, our ability to provide these services is directly related to the generosity of our donors and
benefactors and, it is thanks to supporters such as yourselves, that we aim to provide the highest
levels of service possible to care for the distressed animals in these communities.
Sincerely, Geraldine Burger, Secretary of Knysna Animal Welfare

Knysna/Sedgefield Hospice
On behalf of all the staff, patients and volunteers here at Knysna Sedgefield Hospice I
would like to thank you for your generous donation. Your donation has helped fund our
clinical team of frontline health professionals to provide a high-quality Covid-19 Response
and Care to the towns and rural districts of Knysna, Sedgefield, Wilderness and northern
areas bordering the Klein Karoo in the Western Cape. We are extremely grateful that you
continue supporting us.
As a non-profit organisation, we rely on donations and fund raising in order for us to be
able to deliver the palliative care services that we do, without cost to the patient. Normal
funding avenues such as fundraising events were cancelled or postponed and our two
charity shops have been closed for a few weeks, which has severally affected us
financially. Kind and caring clubs, such as yourselves, enable Knysna Sedgefield Hospice to
continue to offer the care and support that we do in our local community.
Kind regards, Kim Joubert, (Admin Manager)

Change for Change- caring for destitute families
I do not believe your generosity; what a wonderful bunch you all are. There are no words to describe
the kind of people you have in your club. From me personally THANK YOU, THANK YOU
AND AGAIN, THANK YOU. Please on behalf of Change for Change Club, I ask that this note be
circulated to all your members and whoever, else was responsible for this most amazing deed of
kindness.
Yours, Tony Duff
The Change for Change Club of Knysna
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